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I made my quilt square in honour of Celia Lottridge, 
this year’s StorySave teller. It features pomegranates 
and appliques of fabric, as similar to Persian tiles 
as I could find, in memory of a evening I spent with  
Celia many years ago. I stayed in her spare room, when 
I came to Toronto for a Belly Dance Workshop, and 
wanted to take her out for dinner to say thank you.  
She suggested a Persian restaurant named The  
Pomegranate. What better place to carry on the mood 
from my dance workshop with the celebrated Suhaila 
Salimpour. Over a delicious meal, Celia told me the 
fascinating story of her great-grandfather William  
Ambrose Shedd, the missionary who was instrumental in  
evacuating Assyrian Christians living in Persia from 
the advance of the Ottoman army in 1918, to safety 
behind the British lines, in what is now Iraq. He himself 
succumbed to cholera in the process. When Celia came 
to stay with us in Dartmouth several years ago, my  
husband, father and I took her out for dinner, and I in-
sisted on her telling it all over again. You can read more 
about this fascinating man on Wiki:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Ambrose_

Shedd and see titles of books about him. Celia’s 
2010 novel for young people, Home Is Beyond the  
Mountains, is based on the events of 1918. As I write 
this account, I wonder how many of the descendants 
of these people may still be living in the midst of hor-
ror and hostility.

I have to say that making all those French knot «seeds» 
was a challenge. The first ones made with ordinary 
embroidery floss were too small. «They look like grape 
seeds,» said my always truthful husband. I switched to 
doubled pearl cotton, which broke more needles, and 
drew more blood, than I care to recall. It also explains 
why there really aren’t as many as there ought to be, 
but then, perhaps Persephone got to them first.

Elinor Benjamin
Pomegranates for Celia

Anne Nagy

Rain, Rain, Go Away
Nursery rhymes - the beginnings of story in our lives. 
Pearl Ann’s square opened the window to bring many 
old favourites to my mind:
Rain, rain, go away!
Come again another day -
Little Annie wants to play.
  
Doctor Foster went to Gloucester 
In a shower of rain.
He stepped in a puddle
Right up to his middle
And never went there again!
It’s raining, it’s pouring,
The old man is snoring.
Went to bed with a bump on his head 
And couldn’t get up in the morning!
Rain on the green grass, Rain on the tree,
Rain on the housetop, But not on me.
And here are a couple of new ones:
Pitter patter raindrops falling from the sky.
Here is my umbrella to keep me safe and dry.
When the rain is over the sun begins to glow.
Little flowers start to bud, and grow and grow and 
grow
I hear thunder,
I hear thunder,
Oh! don’t you? Oh! don’t you?
Pitter, patter raindrops, Pitter, patter raindrops,
I’m wet through,
I’m wet through.

Rhymes to hear and to repeat. The voices of children 
make for sweet story!

- Corner Brooke, NL - Ottawa, ON



It took them a long time and a great many hops to 
reach the top, but there they were at last, and what was 
the surprise of each to see another frog before him!
They looked at each other for a moment without  
speaking, and then fell into conversation, explaining 
the cause of their meeting so far from their homes. It 
was delightful to find that they both felt the same wish 
- to learn a little more of their native country - and as 
there was no 
sort of hurry. They stretch themselves out in a cold, 
damp place, and agreed that they would have a good 
rest before they parted to go their ways.
«What a pity we are not bigger,» said the Osaka frog, 
«for then we could see both towns from here, and tell 
if it is worth our while going on>»
«Oh,that is easily managed,» returned the Kyoto frog. 
«We have only got to stand up on our hind legs, and 
hold onto each other, and then we can each look at the 
town he is traveling to.»
This idea pleased the Osaka frog so much once jumped 
up and put his front paws on the shoulder of his friend, 
who had risen also. There they both stood, stretching 
themselves as high as they could, and holding each 
other tightly, so that they might not fall down.
The Kyoto frog turned his nose towards Osaka, and 
the Osaka frog turned his ose towards Kyoto; but the  
foolish things forgot that when they stood up their 
great eyes lay in the backs of their heads, and that 
though their noses might point to the places to which 
they wanted to go, their eyes beheld the places from 
which they had come.
Dear me!» cried the Osaka frog, «Kyoto is exactly like 
Osaka. It is certainly not worth such a long journey. I 
shall go home!»
«If I had had any idea that Osaka was only a copy of 
Kyoto I should never have traveled all this way,» exclai-
med the frog from Kyoto, and as he spoke he took his 
hands from his friend’s shoulders, and they both fell 
down to the grass. Then they took a polite farewell 
of each other, and set off for home again, and to the 
end of their lives they believed that Osaka and Kyoto, 
which are as different to look at as two towns can be, 
were as alike as two peas.

Collette LaPlante
Two Frogs

Maria-Teresa Hopkins 

Kashubian embroidery

So much did the Prince like her embroidery that he gave 
many gifts for the Norbertan Convent. Also, he ordered 
more embroideries, so nuns had to establish a special school 
of embroidery for the girls from the surrounding Kashubian 
villages. In this way Kashubian embroidery became a folk 
art.

My block «The Storyteller»

For the theme Story Save, I designed it in the style of west 
coast Native art. I lived in Victoria B.C. for over ten years and 
I always admired symbolic representation of ideas used in 
west coast Native art and the tradition that in storytelling 
people would sit in a circle, because in a circle no person is 
at the head.

In my composition the storyteller in the middle of the circle 
with inviting hands welcomes the listeners into the circle.  
I painted the design with acrylic craft paint on yellow  
fabric, outlining the edges with a permanent laundry  
marker. This was then sewn onto the background blue  
fabric of the block.

Additionally I wish to include a story compiled from Hasidic 
healing stories for I feel a deep calling to healing through 
storytelling. To tell stories for health promotion, for bearing 
gifts of valuable advice.

How to Tell a Story

Once a rabbi was asked by his student, «Rabbi, how do you 
tell a story?»
And the rabbi answered, «A story should be told in such a 
way that the very telling offers help. My grandfather, my 
teacher, had been a disciple of Baal Shem Tov, ‘Master of the 
Good Name.’ founder of Hasidism. And my grandfather was 
lame, he hadn’t walked in years.
One day some of his students asked him to tell a story about 
his famous teacher, and he began to tell how his teacher 
Baal Shem Toy would pray.

‘As he began his prayer’ my grandfather said, ‘Baal Shem 
Tov would begin to sway - right and left, like that. Then he 
would rose out of his chair and then he would hop - first on 
one foot and then on the other and finally turn himself into 
dance.»

As my grandfather was telling this story, he became the 
character in the story, for he rose out of his wheelchair and 
began to hop and dance to show what the master had done.
And from that moment on, he was never lame again.

That’s how to tell a story!

- Ottawa, ON - Calgary, AB

I first came across this Japanese tale on the  
Internet. It is ideal for the Ottawa Storytellers Swap 
night. Short and simple. And it is a cute story.
When I volunteered to do block for the quilt, I 
was originally going to embroider an image, as 
I’m quite experienced in that, but I was afraid the 
image couldn’t stand out so I decided to appliqué 
an image of 2 frogs. Like the story, I want to the 
image to be cute and simple.
To ensure I was doing everything right, I took an 
appliqué course with a local quilting club. I know 
my threads do show, but not too terribly. I am 
pleased with the results and look forward to seeing 
amongst all the other blocks
Once upon a time in the country of Japan there 
lived two frogs, one of whom made his home in 
a ditch near the town of Osaka, on the sea coast, 
while the other dwelt in a clear little stream which 
ran through the city of Kyoto. At such a great dis-
tance apart, they had never even heard of each 
other; but, funnily enough, the idea came into 
both their heads at once that they should like to 
see a little of the world, and the frog who lived at 
Kyoto wanted to visit Osaka, and the frog who lived 
at Osaka wished to go to Kyoto, where the great 
Mikado had his palace.
So one fine morning in the spring they both set 
out along the road that led from Kyoto to Osaka, 
one from one end and the other from the other. 
The journey was more tiring than they expected, 
for they did not know much about travelling, and  
halfway between the two towns there arose a 
mountain which had to be climbed. 

Eight hundred-years ago, Kashubian Prince Swiento-
pelk was preparing a feast in Gdansk and he ordered 
a special table cloth and napkins to be embroidered 
in the Norberton Convent situated in Zukowo. The 
Prince’s only request was that it must be a very beautiful  
embroidery to impress his guests: Princes and  
Princesses from the harbour cities by the Baltic Sea.
When the Prioress Witoslva received the message from 
her noble brother Swientopelk, she knew to whom to 
give this special task. In the Norbertan convent, the 
nuns were good at embroidery of liturgical garments. 
But there was one especially talented embroideress, 
Radoslawa, who got the honour of doing this special 
job within a week.

A short time, but Radoslawa was always quick at her job. 
However, this time she was troubled: «How can I make 
the embroidery so beautiful that the Prince will like it?» 
She was sitting, in her room where she had everything 
she needed: beautifully woven linen cloth from locally 
grown flax, and multicoloured threads and needles. But 
the idea of how to do it had not come to her yet.

Time was passing and she didn’t know what pattern 
or colours to use. While contemplating on it, suddenly 
she heard a gentle knock at her window. It was a white 
dove who knocked at her window, and he put on the  
windowsill a blue cornflower. A short time later the 
white dove was back with red-rose, and again with a 
white daisy, then with a red cherry and a piece of amber.  
Finally the white dove spoke to her:
«Look, Radoslawa, at this. How colourfully these things 
present themselves on your windowsill. And look at 
the rainbow behind your window. Using those colours 
and shapes, make the embroidery and it will please the 
Great Prince and his guests and all people.
The white dove was right.



I chose a story that has always been a favourite. The 
spoiled princess who gets the frog to retrieve her  
golden ball. She makes promises that she does not 
keep. She shuns him when he comes to the castle. She 
is mean to him. Her father, the king, makes her keep 
those promises. The story teaches us that we should 
be tolerant of people with differences and not be so 
selfish. And, most importantly, to always keep our  
promises. This is a story that transcends time and is 
still relevant today. I used different-coloured materials 
for the various components of dress, crown, frog and 
ball (spray-painted in gold. I used embroidery thread 
to form the hair and beading to give added texture.  
The pieces were affixed to a white background which 
was placed on the block and the golden ball then put 
in one corner and lowered to go outside the white  
border.

Goldie Spencer
The Princess & The Frog

- Toronto, ON

Once a teacher, always a teacher, she lead through 
modelling rather than demanding certain behaviors. 
She began to mentor me as a 5 year old when we went 
door to door introducing ourselves to neighbours.  I 
watched her lobby for peace; through her mothering 
ways, distributing peace poles, organizing a peace 
conference and co - creating multi-faith events in  
Victoria B.C. and Calgary AB where she was a  
dedicated volunteer for UNICEF and for the United 
Church of Canada.

Always seen to be an angel, she had her moments of 
devilry especially in her final years of ill health when 
there was less of a filter on her tongue!

She loved to walk.  I spent many a morning accompa-
nying her to the Big H along the south and east sides 
of the Glenmore Reservoir, Calgary and then to the 
stump on Bear Hill Road on the Saanich Peninsula, Van-
couver Island. She longed to do a walking pilgrimage.  
Now I plan to carry one out in her honour.  These fish 
– skin feet walking on water are a symbolic first step 
for my pilgrimage.  Ask me when you see me next if 
I have begun my walk to Markerville from Calgary to 
follow the footsteps of my ancestors.  Ask me if I have 
taken any steps to get closer to Iceland to seek out my  
relatives and especially my old friend Grettir the 
Strong…

Nesti og Nyja Sko!  Provisions and New Shoes!
That is just what I need to go forward.  What about you?

Karen Gummo
Helen’s Fishskin Shoes

- Calgary, AB

I dedicate this panel to my mother Helen Mogen-
sen.  She was a Canadian Icelander through and 
through who quietly taught me everything,  
including how to stitch and sew.  Over countless 
years, I have worked on creative quilt panels for  
SC-CC in her company as she sat in her wheel chair 
and we shared memories.

Helen spent many an hour making pillows and quilt 
squares using up scraps of leftover fabric from her 
countless sewing projects.  The water shapes in 
this one come from a quilt that she was working 
on to celebrate the provincial flowers of Canada.   
The batik flower in the corner is a tribute to her 
love of flora.  I almost always include a piece of that 
batik in my squares.  It seems to reproduce in my 
cupboard every year.

Helen succumbed to her illness of CBGD (a  
Parkinson’s Plus syndrome) at the Royal Jubilee  
Hospital in Victoria, BC on July 16th, 2013.  We had a  
beautiful time of singing and reminiscing with all 
six of her children and our Dad surrounding her in 
love and togetherness.
Helen was a woman of action who knew how to 
bring diverse people together in community.  



Every year I have done a block with some form of this 
fabulous story opening. “Three apples fell from heaven, 
one for the story, one for the storyteller and one for the 
story listener.” – And then again as a closing – “3 apples 
fell from heaven, one for the storyteller, one for the sto-
ry listener and one for the one who passed it on.”

My husband is Greek, and in many of his childhood 
storybooks, the saying begins and ends the stories. I 
loved it and adopted it as part of my storytelling early 
in my career. I love the fact, that if you know the saying, 
and most storytellers do, you don’t even have to have 
a word, you just need 3 apples, or a falling apple [and 
you just assume that 2 more are coming], or even a 
tree with a blush of red somewhere in it, and already 
the beginning of the story has started for you.

I’m a quilter at heart. [I didn’t fall from the tree. As my 
mother is an avid quilter and I learned to love the de-
sign and stitching, working at her side.]
This year I searched for a new, unique and creative de-
sign to depict my Three apples. I found a version of the 
street that was pen and ink, and transferred it to the 
embroidery, adding my apples. I love the silhouette 
style of the black, with the piercing red apples. I took 
this block with me everywhere I went for the weeks 
that I was making it, stitching every free minute that 
I had. Sadly, as it was almost complete, and I held it 
up to show a friend, I noticed that I had embroidered 
it upside down on the block! [Read this year’s Horror 
Story for more information].

As you can see, things worked out and I hope you love 
it as much as I love it.

Pearl-Ann Gooding
Three Apples Fell

- Wainwright, AB

The triangle pointing to Turquoise planet means Mauve is 
pressuring Turquoise to compete. Each form has an angle 
pointing outside showing the desire to communicate and 
to compete. The Gold French Knot embroidery represents 
the winning of glorious medals; the thickness of Mauve 
shows her resilience.

Turquoise Planet represents an allegory of the aborigi-
nal way of living within nature and self-sustaining life.  
The yellow chain stitch embroidery surrounding Turquoise 
represents the alliance and the integration of French pio-
neers with the aboriginal communities in North America.

The inside embroidery for Turquoise uses the sewing tech-
niques of aboriginal people as they sewed the top of their 
shoes or other clothes; The insertion of the beads is also an 
embellishment technique from Aboriginal and European 
clothing, but also portrays the role of the butterfly as sym-
bol of freedom in our country and for the Aboriginal com-
munities and pioneers. And the giant butterfly underlines 
the fragility of our ecosystem on our islands as well as within 
Canada and the continent and our planet, Earth. The Fruit 
and tree print shows the beauty of nature and self-sustaina-
bilty. Turquoise is the only planet with inside curves in her 
land management, system, demonstrating that the resolu-
tion of problems does not always follow a straight line.
Turquoise contains shapes both inside and outside the 
points of angles to show how she stays in touch with the in-
tergalactic world, as well as taking care of her residents and 
her planet. Balloon Turquoise planet strikes out as being 
closest to Earth and our PEI window. She shows us her sym-
bol of big hopes for her planet and the possiblity for ours.
In the centre of the square, the Milky Way represents an 
allegory for all Canadians, to remind us stay humble when 
intervening within our ecosystem, because the ecosystem 
is bigger than us, and more fragile. It is a symbol of wor-
king together as a steady and equal force and showing that 
we have the power to succeed in improving our quality of 
life within a sustainable environment. The use of the hooks 
in the embroidery surrounding the Milky Way is to remind 
Canadians to chase their dreams, and to help each other to 
do so, so life will be better for all of us;

The beads inserted within the Milky Way embroidery show 
that success - just like receiving a star for our good work 
at elementary school - is an ongoing process, where steps 
must be completed, and paths followed, before seeing a li-
ving dream reach accomplishment. Keep going, find a hook 
for your dream and hold it; get people to join. Always main-
tain an ongoing positive way to live in our country and in 
hope for our community of earth.
On the right - my dog, Merlin, protecting the square until it 
is delivered into the charge of Pearl-Ann Gooding, designer, 
coordinator and seamstress of the quilt project.

Lorraine M.M. Jeansonne
Le bal celeste /The Celestial Bal ©

Two planets, Mauve and Turquoise, attract visitors 
from the galaxies, but one is so competitive that it 
creates an unsafe balancing act so powerful, that it risks  
intergalactic collision. The stars wonder: «How can we 
intervene to re-establish the equilibrium of astral life?»

I thought of the theme to be illustrated on my 
block because we will be in Prince Edward Island in 
July 2014; because I lived at Iles de la Madeleine/ 
Magdalena Island (Quebec) for three years with the sea  
surrounding us; because we were able to see the sea 
from the window. I thought that the sky at night is the 
most beautiful treasure of the islanders and knowing the 
language of the stars is the survival knowledge of the 
fishermen, because founders of islanders are aboriginal, 
French, English, Scottish, and other northern nationali-
ties. I thought that my tale on the astral life would be  
appropriate to be part of the block.

The Mauve planet represents also an allegory of the pio-
neers coming from Europe to PEI and in Canada. The use 
of squares shows the way of land use in their countries 
(especially Great Britain). Rectangular land subdivision 
was used by the French, in order for farmers to see one 
another and to promptly help each other upon request, 
attacks or tragedy.

The checked pattern on the fabric has been carefully 
chosen to relate to European weaving techniques of 
fabrics and their sophisticated techniques from heavy 
fabrics to sheer fabrics;
The red-colored embroidery represents the conquest 
of England over Canada; The use of thick cross stich 
embroidery is a reminder of Christians moving into the 
territory of Aboriginal communities. The uneven red 
cross stiches is a reminder of the overpowering and 
abusive imposition of the Christian Religion upon the  
Aboriginal.
The square beads surrounding Mauve Planet emphasize 
her ability to develop technology and communication 
systems surrounding the world, our planet. 



What inspires a story? A memory, an experience, 
a dream, a few phrases found, a joy, a pain? I see  
beautiful stories all around me and at times I am  
surprised by the tales uncovered when I am looking to 
tell in a particular theme. I found a short tall tale few 
years ago about a bearded fish. It has evolved and 
grown with me and that fish and I have learned from 
each other! When I saw the colours of this year’s quilt, 
they shouted whimsy to me.

The idea of being in PEI is very exciting and I wanted 
to play with the water theme. I created a small drawing 
during the AGM at last year’s SC-CC conference and 
sketched it out larger when I got home. I received 
some of the material scraps used from a lovely quil-
ting group in Maidstone, Saskatchewan. Many of 
my stitches were sewn while I watched our beloved  
Saskatchewan Roughriders win the 2013 Grey Cup.
To the lucky winner: Be wrapped in the love in every of 
stitch of this quilt.

Danica Lorer - Langham, SK

As I thought of what topic I would depict for my contri-
bution to the 2014 StorySave Quilt at the conference 
on Prince Edward Island, I went looking for a story writ-
ten by a local author in order to bring the east, in all 
its uniqueness, to the other provinces represented at 
the conference. Eventually I found what I was looking 
for in Deirdre Kessler’s Lobster in My Pocket, winner of a 
Canadian Book Centre’s OUR CHOICE AWARD. Ms. Kess-
ler is a full-time writer and part-time professor at the 
University of Prince Edward Island, where she teaches 
children’s literature and creative writing. Lobster in My 
Pocket, illustrated by Brenda Jones, has been dubbed 
a Maritime classic.

In this wonderful children’s story book, Deirdre is able 
to capture the essence of what is Prince Edward Island. 
While the story is a fantasy in which the little girl finds 
a talking lobster, there is also accurate natural history 
and information of interest to all ages. Prince Edward 
Island has its famous lobster to be enjoyed as well as 
mussels and oysters, red-sand beaches, the immor-
tal Anne of Green Gables, and proud, hard-working 
people. Lobster in My Pocket has it all.

The 2014 Storytellers/Conteurs du Canada conference 
on this picturesque island is sure to be a wave of a suc-
cess. And! Deidre Kessler was one of the storytellers on 
the conference concert programme!!

Clara Dugas
Lobster in My Pocket

- Pleasantville, NS



Searching for a story to be told on March 8th, on snake 
Chinese year, I came across a very ancient legend 
which travels between Orient and Occident, as our 
culture, and some how as my own experience brought 
me to do.

In a land where East and West met, lived a seductive 
and beautiful woman with a delicate face, heavy curly 
black hairs, a generous breast and, under her navel, no 
round hips, no long legs but a snake tail.

Half human and half reptile, Shahmiran, the  
Persian queen of the serpents, is all storytellers’ mother,  
retelling the knowledge and wisdom of the human  
history to those who can find her and listen.  
She protects women, young brides and storytellers. In 
certain parts of Middle-East, where her icons are still 
found painted over the doors, embroidered on brides 
veils or incurved in silver beads for necklaces, it is said 
that stories which are not written down, cannot be  
stolen, destroyed or forbidden. This is why stories are 
kept alive preciously in the mouth of storytellers.

The legend also says that the body of Shahmiran is half 
poisonous and half knowledge. If you eat the good 
half of the Shahmiran, you’ll have immediate access to 
infinite knowledge. Otherwise you’ll die. Beware and 
choose the good part!

Sylvi Belleau
Shahmiran - Mother of storytellers

- Montreal, QC

Looking out my back window, particularly when using 
binoculars one can get a wonderful look at crows. We 
back onto a park so have more bird traffic that some 
houses do. Crows are saucy and clever and very enter-
taining.

So, as I am a cross stitcher, I’ve made a cross crow as 
seen through binoculars
And this lovely old rhyme published in a collection in 
1744 or perhaps as early as 1620

Sing a song of sixpence,  
( at one time it was naughty boys baked in a pie)
a pocket full of rye 
Four and twenty black birds, baked in a pie 
When the pie was opened, the birds began to sing 
Wasn’t that a dainty dish, to set before king? 

The king was in his counting house Counting out his 
money, 
The Queen was in the parlor Eating bread and honey. 
The maid was in the garden, Hanging out the clothes, 
When down came a blackbird And snapped off her 
nose. 

Later versions add 
They sent for the king’s doctor Who sewed it on again,
He sewed it on so neatly
The seam was never seen.

Kathie Kompass
Crow

- Ottawa, ON



After some on-line research, I knew that I wanted a 
happy mermaid (place - Mermaid, PEI) and something 
with ‘slippers’ because of the Lady’s Slipper being the 
provincial flower.
During the month of November, 2013, my sheds and 
house were broken into and many items were taken — 
a few were thrown into the river.

I decided to combine several ideas...l ended up with a 
crying mermaid — sad that she can’t wear those lovely 
shoes and boots, not only because she is a mermaid, 
but also because there is only one shoe or boot from 
each pair.

Perhaps I am like this mermaid at the moment—  
I cannot wear my shoes or boots either because one 
shoe or boot was taken from each pair of the 22 pairs 
that I had in my closet.

I used different widths of black permanent fabric  
markers. I first drew on paper and made stencils or just 
did a freehand drawing.

Constance Faucher
The Crying Mermaid

- Winnipeg, MB

The Pacific Dogwood, Cornus Nuttallii, is native to 
the west coast of Canada and the United States from  
British Columbia to California, and is the official flower 
of BC. Whether in ones own garden or in the garden 
next door, it is a lovely resident for any street.
When we moved into our house on Prior Street,  
Victoria, there was a sickly Dogwood tree in our 
front garden. Its branches were gnarled, moss and  
fungus covered, its flowers muddy and moth eaten.  
Neighbours made disparaging remarks about it and 
hinted that we might want to take it down.

I did some research about Cornus nuttallii and found 
out that our native Dogwood is prone to disease, 
which is why other hardier dogwoods are available 
to the garden centres. Dogwoods prefer a sheltered 
position surrounded by tall evergreens that provide a 
perfect backdrop to its delicate leaves and flowers. Our 
poor little Dogwood was by out on its own right beside 
the front gate.

Over the years we have fed, pruned and sprayed our 
Dogwood. We have selected compatible plants; we 
have talked it, we have sung to it. Still the neighbours 
comment that although the branches and leaves are 
more acceptable, the flowers still leave a lot to be 
desired. That is because they do not know the secret 
relationship that I have developed with my Dogwood. 
Our little Dogwood blooms prolifically 2 times a year, 
once in April and again in August, but the flowers face 
upwards thanking the universe for life, not down to be 
enjoyed by passers-by. If I stand on the second floor 
balcony of my house, I can look down on the Dogwood 
and appreciate the beauty of her waxy, perfect flowers.

Jennifer Ferris
The Pacific Dogwood, Cornus Nuttallii

- Victoria, BC



I wondered why? But as a storyteller all of the sni-
pits of stories was too enticing so I began to gather 
the stories. I interviewed friends, co-workers and  
acquaintances and then put out feelers on our local 
Tradio for people who had local hauntings. I gathered 
enough information, from enough sources that I put 
together a Haunted Hike in one area of our downtown. 
There was enough information that I could have written  
several different Hikes. Hence was the beginning of my 
first Haunted Hike that ran Octobers and by invitation 
during other times of the year. It was funny that I lived 
in such a small town [6000 people], had people tell me 
their stories and then they would pay me to have me 
tell them their stories back! Of course, by then, they 
were crafted into tellable tales.

From there I hosted a ghost Story Dinner Theatre at a 
local haunted restaurant. Cemetery Walks about local 
heroes that were buried there and then Midnight in 
the Cemetery concerts with chilling and thrilling tales 
not for the light hearted. Ghost Stories in our Antique 
Railway Park plus the many other individual events for 
groups that want to have some spine tingling tales.

It seemed appropriate that I capture what has  
become a lore of ghostlore into this quilt that I am so  
passionate about. I found a quirky design that  
captured my attention and then took my own twist on 
creating a ghost town ... just like my own Wainwright! 
Full moon and ‘real’ ghost along with a few bats [not 
that I have seen any bats flyng around here] done in a  
silhouette style.

Bet you didn’t know - Why are haunted houses so  
noisy in April? Because the ghosts are busy Spring 
Screaming!

Pearl-Ann Gooding
Ghost Stories

- Wainwright, AB

It seems my path in the storytelling world has led 
me to ghost stories. It is the funniest thing ever as 
you have never met a bigger boob when it comes 
to scary books, movies or stories than me! But the 
years have come and gone and it almost seemed 
out of my control as ghost stories have taken over 
much of storytelling career.

It all started when I moved to Wainwright, Alberta 
back in 1997. We first attended an historical hike of 
the downtown area that turned out to be a ghost 
hike as well. It seemed every store, garage, storage 
area and home we stopped in front of was haunted! 
We thought that the tour guide, Mike 4orrrtle, was a 
bit of an eccentric as he seemed to personally know 
each of these ghosts. Even his home was haunted. 
We thought, `Where in the world are moving to?’ 
Then we moved here and it seemed most 4 the 
people we worked with had their basement, attic, 
garage or store haunted! What!?! But once we got 
to know these people and they became our friends, 
it didn’t seem as odd. It seemed almost normal. Our 
home wasn’t haunted ... 

Pearl-Ann Gooding
Horror Story

- Wainwright, AB

Every year there is some horrible thing that happens — lost blocks, late blocks [I mean months 
and months late], things done in the wrong direction, etc. The list goes on and on. Most often I can 
say that I am innocent [not always but most often]. This year the HORROR STORY is mine alone!

While designing a picture to depict my interpretation of the Greek saying, «Three Apples Fell», a block design 
that I have done on everyone of the quilts that have been made for StorySave AND all of them very different 
in their concept of design, I came up with a very different, and what I felt was perfect for my mood this year. 
A black embroidered, scroll-y type tree with three vibrant red apples glaring boldly. It took hours and hours 
to embroider the thousands of stitches it took to create the full tree and apple. I carried the block everywhere 
with me over the course of several weeks as I snatched every free minute I had, where ever I had it, to fill in the 
trunk and branches of the tree. The block was stretched in hoop and of course I had many people comment 
on my work and ask about the quilt during this time. Each time, I was pleased to answer back on either sub-
ject. Finally the tree was complete and I was ready to press the block with heat. I took it off the hoop and held 
it up to glory in a job well done when I discovered that I had embroidered the whole thing UPSIDE DOWN!!!!

I had been adamant in my instructions for other participants to take special note of the design of the block 
that looked like a window and sill. To make sure that the dark green border was on a specific side and the light 
green border on the other as this was essential for the complete look on the quilt as a whole. How could I, 
the designer of the quilt, mess up on this key element? But it was so. What was I to do? As with most things 
in the midst of a crisis, I broke down and shed a few [hundred] tears. I walked away from the block unsure if 
I should pick out all my hours of stitching and then redo it the correct way. I slept on it for a couple of days 
and then as with most of my creative ideas — I awoke in the middle of the night with the answer. I would 
pick out the border of the block and then reset the picture in the correct way. It was a bit of a headache, 
especially because it was such a dumb mistake, but it only took an evening instead of weeks. It was put in 
the correct way, I held it up and admired the work done on it — as I had planned on doing the week before.

Even the placing of the block on the quilt was cursed! I had assembled the entire quilt with borders and 
all when I laid it out and found it totally unbalanced. The Three Apples block and Ghost Story block were 
in opposite positions. I tried to ignore it as it was all together — but after many sleepless nights, I pic-
ked out the blocks and switched them. [Trust me, it is much more difficult to sew a block into an empty 
space on a ready made quilt than it is to sew a straight line in the initial assembly. Finally though, it was 
complete ... BUT then ... my regular machine quilter was having problems with her machine so I had to 
find someone else for triple the cost to quilt it. It was a relief to get it back quilted and then add on the 
binding and breathe. All is well that ends well. This horror story has a happy ending. I hope that you en-
joy a chuckle at my expense and enjoy even more the design of this block on the 2014 StorySave Quilt.  
Whew! 
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